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Flawed methodology undermines conclusions about opioidinduced pleasure: implications for psychopharmacology
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EditordInterdisciplinary
psychopharmacological
investigations have provided decades of important insights on
how drugs affect behaviour. Researchers in pharmacology,
medicine, and neuroscience integrate rich tools from disparate fields, including experimental psychology, pharmacodynamics, and statistics, to understand how drugs affect reward
and decision-making,1e3 and how beliefs4e6 and context7,8
influence drug effects. Proper integration of these tools leads
to knowledge that has real potential to improve health and
well-being. Likewise, improper methodology can undermine
research and lead to flawed conclusions.
A new study by Heiskanen and colleagues9 concluded that
the fast-acting m-opioid agonist remifentanil induces pleasure
in healthy young men. Initial pleasure and euphoria from
drugs are proposed to increase subsequent addiction risk.10 In
light of the opioid epidemic, it is more important than ever to
understand how opioid drugs influence and affect behaviour.
Unfortunately, the work by Heiskanen and colleagues9 failed
to account for the basic tenets of experimental design and
analysis (see Fig. 1), which therefore undermines this study’s
ability to provide these much needed insights. Here, we
outline six important considerations in interdisciplinary
pharmacology studies, and use the study of Heiskanen and
colleagues9 to illustrate the importance of methodological
rigour.
(1) The need for proper blinding: one of the fundamental tenets of
psychopharmacology is to study drug effects whilst controlling for expectations and other non-specific factors (i.e.
placebo effects). Heiskanen and colleagues9 administered
remifentanil, saline, or naloxone in a single-blind design.
Such designs can introduce bias attributable to physician/
experimenter expectations. For instance, when physicians
believed they might be administering a potent painkiller,
blinded patients reported placebo analgesia corresponding
to 10% of the scale relative to patients whose doctors
believed their patients would receive placebo or
naloxone.11 Heiskanen and colleagues9 reported a

pleasantness rating difference of 5% between remifentanil
and saline. This difference could therefore be entirely
accounted for by experimenter expectations.
Blinding is critical for reducing experimenter influences on
patient outcomes. Both remifentanil and naloxone can be
administered in a double-blind manner,12e14 indicating
that this would have been possible here. When double
blinding is not possible, researchers must report the
rationale and make every effort to avoid experimenter effects (see Kaptchuk and colleagues15). For example, other
(blinded) test personnel can conduct testing and communication with the participants, or the experimenter’s
behaviour and language can be standardised across participants. After the study, investigators can statistically
account for potential factors, such as experimenter
expectation, and ensure that data are analysed in a blinded
manner. Study blinding and precautionary steps should
always be reported in papers. Somewhat alarmingly, single-blind designs without these precautions still appear
common in psychopharmacology (e.g. see Jones and colleagues16 and Shram and colleagues17).
(2) Counterbalancing to reduce order effects: Heiskanen and colleagues9 administered drugs in a fixed order. Fixed-order
designs can reduce the number of test sessions required
(e.g. in studies using cumulative doses).16 However, these
designs introduce confounds with effects of time, which
become particularly problematic when researchers do not
carefully consider pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics (see Point 5 below). Studies should make every
effort to counterbalance drug order, or use a betweensubject design to avoid confounds. Adding a placebo-only
session to document time effects is another workable
approach.16 For affective stimuli, such as the videos rated
by the participants of Heiskanen and colleagues,9 abundant evidence suggests that pleasantness ratings decrease
over time (e.g. see Leventhal and colleagues18 and Shrout
and colleagues19). For painful stimuli, both habituation and
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Fig 1. Checklist for valid design and reporting of psychopharmacological studies. Researchers should consider six important areas during
the design of experimental psychopharmacology study. This figure provides a checklist; see reference list for useful resources. SD, standard
deviation.

sensitisation are known.20 As remifentanil was always
administered first followed by saline and then naloxone,
the study of Heiskanen and colleagues9 cannot separate
the effects modulated by the m-opioid receptor system from
those induced simply by the passage of time.
(3) Construct validity and measurement of affect: Heiskanen and
colleagues9 concluded that ‘the opioid agonist remifentanil
increases subjective pleasure’, yet they did not report drug
effects on mood. Instead, they collected ratings of valence and
arousal in response to 30 brief films of varying valence, which
were played without sound. Ratings ranged from strong

pleasure to strong displeasure. However, valence is distinct
from mood. Were the participants rating how they felt, or
were they rating the emotional content of the film itself?
Previous studies have reported that remifentanil increased
ratings of stimulus pleasantness in healthy volunteers for
neutral12 and positive6 but not for negative International
Affective Picture System pictures.6,12 Other opioid agonists,
such as morphine2,21 and buprenorphine,22,23 also
increased the pleasantness ratings of rewarding stimuli.
Conversely, opioid blockade was reported to decrease
stimulus pleasantness whilst leaving mood unaltered.13
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To make conclusions about subjective pleasure, studies
should directly measure mood and drug-induced pleasure/
euphoria independent of stimulus valence. Interestingly,
studies that have directly measured mood and pleasure in
non-opioid users contradict the conclusions of Heiskanen
and colleagues.9 In contrast to the pervasive view that
opioid agonists induce a state of pleasure, healthy, painfree participants treated with morphine,24 oxycodone,25 or
remifentanil often report disliking the drug effects. One
placebo-controlled double-blind randomised trial even reported that remifentanil dose-dependently increased
dysphoria in healthy young men.26 Reconciling this work
with the findings of Heiskanen and colleagues9 requires
measurement of mood, subjective emotional state, and
hedonic experiences, rather than simply relying on valence
ratings of emotional stimuli.
(4) Test population and generalisability: the choice of test population is also key. Despite increasing recognition in
neuroscience that females are no more variable than
males,27 many studies still limit participantsdand thereby
generalisabilitydto healthy young men.3,9,13,26 Heiskanen
and colleagues9 provided no rationale for limiting their
study population to males, and both remifentanil and
naloxone have been safely delivered in women in
numerous previous studies.
(5) Appropriate choice of drugs, dosages, and timing of experimental
designs: Drugs can change outcomes indirectly via mood or
side-effects. For instance, a sedated participant may fail to
attend to the task. Drug doses and administration methods
must be selected carefully to optimise the outcome of interest whilst minimising the influence of unwanted sideeffects. The experimental design must also be guided by
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics to avoid carryover effects and drug interactions.
Heiskanen and colleagues9 reported the effects of
naloxone, which was used to putatively block opioid receptors and probe functions believed to rely on endogenous
opioid activation. The authors wrote that the dose of
naloxone used in their study was smaller than that of some
previous studies, which is true. Their participants received
~3% of the dose typically used to induce full blockade of mopioid receptors,13,14 corresponding to m-opioid receptor
blockade of only ~20%.28 Whilst it is possible that such a
modest blockade suffices to reveal the effects of the
endogenous system on behaviour, 80% of the participants’
m-opioid receptors remain available for endogenous activation. A null effect from low-dose antagonism, as reported, is therefore uninformative even with appropriate
statistics (see Point vi). This type of dosing issue is widespread in the literature. The range of opioid antagonist
doses and administration methods in pain studies29 spans
from 3% to more than 200% of the dose required for the socalled full blockade (90e100% occupancy). Doses that are
too low or too high hamper interpretability. Small antagonist doses leave most receptors unoccupied, and very large
doses introduce confounds from drug binding at other sites
(e.g. k- and d-opioid receptors).
Importantly, drugs are not delivered in isolation in withinsubject study designs. When multiple drugs or doses are
administered to a study participant, it is essential that the
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of the
drug are taken into account. For instance, the 10 min
washout period used is unlikely to result in complete
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washout of drug, as complete elimination requires from
five to 10 times a drug’s elimination half-life.30 The half-life
of remifentanil is 6e30 min,31e37 meaning that the drug is
only completely out of the system after 0.5e2.5 h. Therefore, the drug is likely to still circulate in the next block
when washout only lasts 10 min. This leads not only to
confounds attributable to carry-over effects, but also potential interactions attributable to pharmacodynamics. For
instance, in the study of Heiskanen and colleagues,9
naloxone might be antagonising residual remifentanil effects, rather than modulating endogenous opioids as the
authors assumed. Critically, both of these considerations
are exacerbated with the fixed-order design, as it is
impossible to disentangle carry-over effects and drug interactions from the task design.
(6) Transparency and reproducibility in pharmacology: the methodological issues we outlined previously focus on proper
study design in order to ensure valid conclusions from
pharmacological studies. Our remaining concerns are
motivated by a need for all areas of science to improve
transparency and accountability in reporting results to
achieve greater reproducibility. These efforts towards
‘open science’ have been motivated by researchers in
psychology and medicine, but are increasingly recognised
in multiple disciplines as being fundamental to identifying
truth through research. In Heiskanen and colleagues,9 details of statistical analyses and results were not reported.
Nowhere in the paper did they report (a) which statistical
tests were used to compare responses, (b) which statistical
software was used, (c) statistical test outcomes (i.e. T- or Fstatistics, P-values, or the study’s alpha level), or (d) effect
sizes or descriptive statistics. For example, the authors did
not report how sample size was determined, or whether
they have adequate power and sensitivity to compare their
conditions. There is also increasing recognition that, when
interpreting a null finding, appropriate analyses, such as
equivalence testing or a Bayesian approach, are necessary.
A lack of transparency about analyses and results undermines the utility of any study in efforts towards
reproducibility, such as meta-analysis.
In sum, the conclusions of Heiskanen and colleagues9 are
highly preliminary at best because of the fixed-order singleblind administration of low doses of opioid agonist and
antagonist drugs in men and without adequate statistical
reporting. In light of the role poor scientific practices may have
had in facilitating the current opioid epidemic, it is imperative
that adequate experimental control is used in future studies of
opioids and other drug effects.
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